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The aim of this article is to prove global bifurcation theorems for S1-equivariant
potential operators of the form ``compact perturbation of identity.'' As an applica-
tion we prove that components of the set of nontrivial solutions of system
yDu x s l ? =f u x in V .  . . u s 0 on ­ V ,
which bifurcate from the set of trivial solutions are unbounded in suitably chosen
space. The important point to note here is that our results apply only to systems
with an even number of equations. As the main tool we use degree theory for
1 w xS -equivariant potential operators constructed by the author in 16 and developed
w xin 17 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1971 Rabinowitz proved and applied to some classes of differential
equations his famous global bifurcation theorem, which describes a global
structure of the set of nontrivial solutions of nonlinear eigenvalue problem
 w x w x.see 12 ] 14 . The Rabinowitz theorem states that there are two possibili-
ties of behaviour of a continuum, of nontrivial solutions of a nonlinear
eigenvalue problem, which bifurcate from the set of trivial solutions.
Roughly speaking, the continuum of nontrivial solutions is either un-
bounded or is bounded, and meets the set of trivial solutions in a finite
 .number greater than one points.
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For the Sturm]Liouville boundary value problem, Rabinowitz proved
that any continuum of nontrivial solutions which bifurcate from the set of
 w x.trivial solutions is unbounded in a suitable space see 14 . Moreover,
Rabinowitz has shown that for the Dirichlet boundary value problem, the
continuum of nontrivial solutions which bifurcate from the first eigenvalue
 w x.of the Laplace operator is also unbounded in a suitable space see 13 .
Ouyang has proved unboundedness of the continuum, which bifurcate
from the first eigenvalue of the Laplace]Beltrami operator L, of nontrivial
solutions of the equation
Lu y l ? u q h ? u p s 0 on M u ) 0 on M ,
 . 1where l ) 0, p ) 1 are constant and h x G 0 is a C function on a
 w x.compact Riemannian manifold M see 11 . In 1988, Cosner proved
 .assuming that any eigenspace of the Laplace operator is one-dimensional
that any continuum of nontrivial solutions of the Dirichlet boundary value
problem which bifurcate from the set of trivial solutions is unbounded in a
 w x.considered space see 2 . We point out that, in order to maintain control
of the multiplicities of eigenvalues in the associated linear problem, results
due to Cosner require some very severe restrictions on the form of
w x w xnonlinearity. In 4 ] 10 , the reader can find some other work on related
questions by Healey and Kielhofer. In 1991, the author constructed degreeÈ
1 wtheory for the class of S -equivariant potential operators the degree for
1  ` .xS -equivariant potential maps is an element of the group Z [ [ Zis1
 w x.and applied it to bifurcation theory see 16 . Some applications of this
w x w xdegree to differential equations can be found in 18 ] 20 . Let L denote
the Laplace]Beltrami operator on Sny1 and let f : R = R ª R be a C1
 . w xfunction such that f t, l s l ? t q h.o.t. In 18 , the author has proved
that any continuum of nontrivial solutions of the equation
yLu s f u , l , .
1 ny1.emanating from the set of trivial solutions, is unbounded in H S = R.
The aim of this article is to prove two global bifurcation theorems for
S1-equivariant potential operators and apply one of them to systems of
elliptic differential equations with the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Namely, we will prove that, under some assumptions on eigenspaces of
S1-equivariant linear potential and compact operators, continuum of non-
trivial solutions of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem which bifurcate from
the set of trivial solutions is unbounded in a considered space. In other
words, we exclude one of the possibilities in the classical Rabinowitz
alternative.
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After this introduction the paper is organized in the following way. In
Section 2 we prove two abstract global bifurcation theorems for S1-equiv-
ariant potential operators of the form ``compact perturbation of identity''
 .Theorems 2.3, 2.5 . Namely, we consider nonlinear eigenvalue problem for
S1-equivariant potential operators and prove that any continuum of non-
trivial solutions which bifurcate from the set of trivial solutions is un-
bounded in a considered space. In Section 3 we consider system of elliptic
 .differential equations 3.1 with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on a set
n  .V ; R n G 3 . Using results of the previous section, we prove that any
continuum of nontrivial solutions of this problem which bifurcate from the
1 .  .set of trivial solutions is unbounded in H V = R Theorems 3.3, 3.4 . We0
would like to emphasize that we introduce S1 symmetries in two different
 .ways. Namely, in Theorem 3.3 we consider problem 3.1 on the set V with
S1 symmetries. On the other hand, in Theorem 3.4, we consider problem
 . 13.1 which is S symmetric. In Section 4 we discuss double equation trick
and ask one open question.
2. RESULTS
w x 1In 16 we have constructed degree theory for the class of S -equivariant
potential operators, and using this degree we have proved a global bifurca-
tion theorem for S1-equivariant potential operators of the form ``compact
 w x.perturbation of identity'' see Theorem 5.6 of 16 . The aim of this section
is to set up terminology to show two very nice consequences of this
theorem.
1  < < 4Let S s z g C : z s 1 denote the group of complex numbers of
module 1 and let
2 ? p ? j
1 i?uZ s g g S : g s e for u s , j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1m  5m
be a cyclic group with action as above. By V we will denote a finite-dimen-
sional real and orthogonal representation of the group S1. Moreover, let
 : 1  4? , ? be an S -invariant inner product in V. For m g N s 1, 2, 3, . . .
m 1  .define a map r : S ª GL 2, R as follows:
cos m ? u ysin m ? um i?ur e s 0 F u F 2 ? p . . sin m ? u cos m ? u
w xFor k, m g N we denote by R k, m the direct sum of k copies of
 2 m. w xR , r . We also denote by R k, 0 the trivial k-dimensional representa-
tion of S1. We say that two representations V and W are equivalent if
there exists an equivariant linear isomorphism T : V ª W.
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The following classic result gives a complete classification up to equiva-
. 1  w x.lence of finite-dimensional representations of S see 1 .
THEOREM 2.1. If V is a representation of S1 then there exist finite
 4  4sequences k , m satisfyingi i
 4m g 0 j N , k g N , 1 F i F r , m - m - ??? - m , ) .i i 1 2 r
r w xsuch that V is equi¨ alent to [ R k , m . Moreo¨er, the equi¨ alence classi iis1
 r w x.  4  4  .of V V ( [ R k , m is uniquely determined by m , k satisfying ) .i i i iis1
Let H be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, which is a
1 1  :representation of the group S with S -invariant inner product ? , ? .
Define an S1-equivariant potential operator F: H = R ª H as follows:
F h , l s I y l ? G h y G h , l , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2
where an operator G : H ª H is S1-equivariant potential compact and1
linear, and operator G : H = R ª H is S1-equivariant potential compact2
and such that
 .  .a G 0, l s 0 for all l g R,2
 .  . 5 5.b G h, l s o h , uniformly for l in bounded subsets of R.2
 .  .DEFINITION 2.2. A solution h, l g H = R of the equation F h, l s 0
is said to be a nontrivial solution, if h / 0. The set of nontrivial solutions
 .  .will be denoted by N F . A point 0, l g H = R is said to be a bifurca-0
 .  .tion point of solutions of the equation F h, l s 0, if 0, l g0
  ..closure N F .
Let l be an eigenvalue of the operator G . Choose « ) 0 such thatk 1
ly1 is the only characteristic value of G in the intervalk 1
y1 y1l y « , l q « .k k
 y1 .y1 .  5 5 4  4Choose z ) 0 such that F ?, l " « 0 l h g H : h - z s 0 andk
 y1 .  ` .define a bifurcation index h l g Z [ [ Z by the formulak is1
y1 y1 5 5 4h l s DEG F ?, l q « , h g H : h - z .  . .k k
y1 5 5 4y DEG F ?, l y « , h g H : h - z , . .k
 . 1where DEG ?, ? denotes degree for S -equivariant potential operators
w x  .   ..defined in 16 . Let C l ; closure N F denote connected componentF k
  ..  y1 .  .of closure N F such that 0, l g C l .k F k
In the rest of this section, we prove two global bifurcation theorems
w xwhich are consequences of Theorem 5.6 of 16 . It is worth noting that in
these theorems we exclude one of possibilities of behaviour of the set
 .  .  4C l in Rabinowitz alternative. Denote by s G s l , . . . , l , . . . ;RF k 1 1 k q
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 .the spectrum of the operator G and by V l its eigenspace which1 G k1
 .corresponds to the eigenvalue l . Of course V l is a finite-dimensionalk G k1
representation of the group S1 with an action of S1 induced by the action
of S1 on H.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Assume that for any eigen¨alue l g s G there existsk 1
m ) 0 such thatk
. w x  .1 R 1, m is a subrepresentation of eigenspace V l ,k G k1
. w x2 for any eigen¨alue l ) l , R 1, m is not a subrepresentation ofj k k
 .eigenspace V l .G j1
 .  .Then for any eigen¨alue l g s G the continuum C l is unbounded ink 1 F k
H = R.
 .  .Proof. Let us fix l g s G . In order to prove that C l is un-k 1 F k
bounded subset of H = R, we will show that the second condition in
w xTheorem 5.6 of 16 does not ever occur. Suppose, contrary to our claim,
 . w xthat C l is bounded in H = R. Theorem 5.6 of 16 now yields thatF k
 .  .  4 .  4  y1 y14a C l l 0 = R s 0 = l , . . . , l ,F k i i1 s
 . s  y1 .  ` .b  h l is the trivial element in Z [ [ Z .js1 i is1j
Without loss of generality, one can assume that
ly1 - ??? - ly1 .i i1 s
 .  .Set W s [ V l and W s [ V l . In order to complete1 G i 2 G il G l l ) l1 1i i i is sour proof it is enough to show that
 .  y1 .a the coordinate of h l , which corresponds to the isotropy groupi s
Z , is a nontrivial integer,i s
 .  y1 .b the coordinate of h l for i s 1, . . . , s y 1, which correspondsi j
to the isotropy group Z , is equal to 0.i s
 y1 .Let us compute h l :i s
y1 y1 5 5 4h l s DEG =F ?, l q « , h g H : h - j .  . /i is s
y1 5 5 4y DEG =F ?, l y « , h g H : h - j . . /i s
w xBy Theorem 3.13.d. of 16 we obtain
y1 y1 5 5 4h l s DEG I y l q « ? G , h g H : h - j .  . /i i 1s s
y1 5 5 4y DEG I y l y « ? G , h g H : h - j . . /i 1s
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w xApplying Theorem 4.5 of 16 we have
y1 5 5h l s DEG yId, w g W : w - j 4 . .i 1s
5 5y DEG yId, w g W : w - j . 4 .2
w xCombining the above formula with Corollary 4.4 of 16 and taking into
consideration the assumptions of this theorem, one can compute the
 y1 .  y1 .coordinate h l of the bifurcation index h l which corresponds toi Z is i ss
w xthe isotropy group Z . Namely, by Assumption 1 and Corollary 4.4 of 16 ,i s
we have
5 5DEG yId, w g W : w - j / 0, 4 .Z 1i s
w xand by Assumption 2 and Corollary 4.4 of 16 we have
5 5DEG yId, w g W : w - j s 0. 4 .Z 2i s
Summing up we obtain the following:
y1 5 5h l s DEG yId, w g W : w - j 4 . .i Z 1Zs ii ss
5y DEG yId, w g W : w - j / 0. 4 .Z 2i s
Repeating the same reasoning it is easy to see that
h ly1 s 0 for j s 1, . . . , s y 1. /i Zj i s
Note that we have actually proved that
s s
y1 y1 y1h l s h l s h l / 0.   . /  /i i i ZZj j s ii / ssjs1 js1Zi s
s  y1 .In other words we have shown that  h l is a nontrivial element injs1 i j` . w xZ [ [ Z , which is impossible in view of Theorem 5.6 of 16 .is1
Remark 2.4. Notice that Theorem 2.3 is a slight generalization of
w xTheorem 2.2 of 18 .
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that any eigenspace of the operator G is e¨en-1
 .  .dimensional. If l g s G and V l is a nontri¨ ial representation ofk 1 G k11  .the group S then the continuum C l is unbounded in H = R.F k
 .  .Proof. Let us fix l g s G . In order to prove that C l is un-k 1 F k
bounded subset of H = R we will show that the second condition in
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w xTheorem 5.6 of 16 does not ever occur. Suppose contrary to our claim
 . w xthat C l is bounded in H = R. Then from Theorem 5.6 of 16 itF k
follows that
 .  .  4 .  4  y1 y14a C l l 0 = R s 0 = l , . . . , l ,F k i i1 s
 . s  y1 .  ` .b  n l is the trivial element in Z [ [ Z .js1 i is1j
 4  .Let us fix number j g 1, . . . , s and put W s [ V l . By the as-j il ) li i jsumptions and by Theorem 2.1 we have
w x w x w xW ( R k , 0 [ R k , m [ ??? [ R k , mj 0 1 1 r r
and
w x w x w xW [ V l ( R k , 0 [ R k , m [ ??? [ R k , m . .j i 0 1 1 r rj
w X x w X X x w X X x[ R k , 0 [ R k , m [ ??? [ R k , m , .0 1 1 r r
X  .where k and k are even numbers any eigenspace is even-dimensional .0 0
 y1 .  ` .Now we are able to compute the element h l g Z [ [ Z .i is1j
Repeating the reasoning from the proof of Theorem 2.3, for fixed positive
z , we obtain
y1 5 5h l s DEG yId, w g W [ V l : w - z . 5 /i j i /j j
5 5y DEG yId, w g W : w - z , 4 .j
w xand finally applying Corollary 4.4 of 16 we obtain the following formula
¡ 10 Q s S
X Xy1 ~  40 Q s Z for k f m , . . . , m .n l s / k 1 ri j Q
X X¢k Q s Z for k s m .1 k i
 y1 .Notice that any nontrivial coordinate of n l is a positive number.i j
 .Taking into consideration that eigenspace V l is a nontrivial representa-k
1  y1 .tion of the group S we obtain that n l is a nontrivial element ink
 ` . s  y1 .Z [ [ Z . From the above, it follows that  n l is a nontrivialjs1 iIs1 j
 ` .element in the group Z [ [ Z . Which is impossible in view ofis1
w xTheorem 5.6 of 16 .
Remark 2.6. The ideas of the proofs of Theorems 2.3, 2.5 are analo-
w xgous to that of Theorems 2.2, 2.3 of 18 . We use the same tool, only the
final arguments differ. Nevertheless, we present these proofs for the
convenience of the reader, thus making our exposition self-contained.
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3. APPLICATIONS
In the first part of this section we apply Theorem 2.5 to systems of
elliptic differential equations considered on an open, bounded S1-symmet-
n  .  1ric subset V ; R n G 3 V is an S -invariant subset of a finite-dimen-
1.sional representation of the group S . In the second part we do not
require any symmetries of V.
Let us consider the following boundary value problems
¡yDu x s l ? = f u x , . . . , u x .  .  . . .1 x 1 m1
.. in V.~ , 3.1 .
yDu x s l ? = f u x , . . . , u x .  .  . . .m x 1 mm¢ u s 0 on ­ V , i s 1, . . . , mi
and
yDu s l ? u in V , 3.2 . u s 0 on ­ V
m 2  .where f : R ª R is a C -function, =f s = f , . . . , = f denotes thex x1 m
gradient of f and
 .1. =f 0 s 0,
2  .2. = f 0 s Id,
<  . <  < <. s3. there exists a positive constant C such that f u F C ? 1 q u
 .for 1 F s - 2nr n y 2 .
1 .One can consider the Sobolev space H V as a Hilbert space with an0
inner product given as follows:
 :u , ¨ s =u x ? =¨ x dx. 3.3 .  .  .H
V
1 . m 1 . 1 . 1 .Let us denote H V s [ H V s H V [ ??? [ H V and define0 0 0 0is1
1 .an inner product in H V by the formula0
m
 :  :u , . . . , u , ¨ , . . . , ¨ s u , ¨ . 3.4 .  .  .1 k 1 k i i
is1
1 .Define a functional F : H V = R ª R as follows:0
21 < <F u , l s ? =u x y l ? f u x dx. 3.5 .  .  .  . .H 2
V
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  . . 1 .Remark 3.1. It is known that a point u x , l g H V = R is a0
 .   . .critical point with respect to u of the functional F if and only if u x , l
 .is a weak solution of system 3.1 . In other words, in order to study solution
 .set of system 3.1 it is enough to deal with the critical points of the
functional F.
 w x.Remark 3.2. Using Rabinowitz results see 15 and Riesz theorem one
1 . 1 .can construct an operator F s = F : H V = R ª H V which has theh 0 0
following properties:
 .  . .  .1. F u, l s I y l ? G u y l ? G u ,1 2
1 . 1 .2. G : H V ª H V is potential compact and linear operator,1 0 0
1 . 1 .3. G : H V ª H V is potential and compact operator, such that2 0 0
 . 5 5.G h s o h ,2
4. zeroes of F are in one-to-one correspondence to weak solutions of
 .system 3.1 ,
 . y15. l is an eigenvalue of problem 3.2 iff l is an eigenvalue of G .i i 1
 y1 . y1Moreover, eigenspace V l corresponding to eigenvalue l , is aG i i1
 .  .direct sum of m copies of eigenspace V l of problem 3.2 correspond-yD i
ing to eigenvalue l .i
1 1 .Suppose that V has S symmetries. The Sobolev space H V is an0
infinite-dimensional representation of the group S1 with an orthogonal
action of S1 defined as follows:
if g g S1 and u g H 1 V , then g ? u x s u g ? x . 3.6 .  .  .  .  .0
 . 1 .Notice that any eigenspace V l ; H V of the Laplace operator D isyD k 0
a finite-dimensional representation of the group S1. It is easy to check that
 . 1 .  .inner product 3.3 in H V is invariant with respect to the action 3.6 of0
1 1 .S . The Sobolev space H V is an infinite-dimensional representation of0
the group S1 with S1 action given by the formula
if g g S1 and u , . . . , u g H1 V , .  .1 m 0
then g ? u , . . . , u s g ? u , . . . , g ? u . 3.7 .  .  .1 m 1 m
1  :  .and S -invariant inner product ? , ? given by 3.4 .
The following theorem is a version of the Rabinowitz global bifurcation
theorem for the Dirichlet boundary value problem. Notice that there is
only one possibility of behaviour of continuum of nontrivial solutions of
 .system 3.1 which bifurcate from the set of trivial solutions. Namely, this
continuum is unbounded.
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THEOREM 3.3. Assume that V has S1 symmetries and that the number of
 .equations in system 3.1 is e¨en. Fix an eigen¨alue l of eigen¨alue problemk
 .  . 1 .3.2 and assume that an eigenspace V l ; H V is a nontri¨ ial repre-yD k 0
1  y1 .sentation of the group S . Then the continuum C l of nontri¨ ial solutionsF k
 . 1 .of system 3.1 is unbounded in H V = R.0
 .Proof. Since the functional F defined in 3.5 is constant on the orbits
 . 1 1 . 1of the action 3.7 of the group S on H V its gradient F s = F is S0 h
equivariant. From Remarks 3.1, 3.2 it follows that in order to study
 .solutions of system 3.1 it is enough to consider only the zeros of the
1 . 1 .operator F : H V = R ª H V constructed in Remark 3.2. Since m is0 0
even, any eigenspace of the operator G is an even-dimensional represen-1
1  y1 . 1 .tation of the group S . Eigenspace V l ; H V is a nontrivialG k 011  . 1 .representation of the group S because eigenspace V l ; H V is ayD k 0
nontrivial representation of S1. Thus, applying Theorem 2.5 we complete
our proof.
In the second part of this section we apply Theorem 2.5 to systems of
elliptic differential equations considered on an arbitrary open and bounded
n  .subset V ; R n G 3 . In order to apply Theorem 2.5 we define another
1 1 . 1 .action of the group S on H V . Defining H V as an infinite-dimen-0 0
sional representation of the group S1 instead of S1 symmetries of V we
 . mwill use symmetries of system 3.1 . Assume that R is a finite-dimen-
sional nontrivial representation of the group S1. By Theorem 2.1 we have
m w x w x w x  .R f R k , 0 [ R k , m [ ??? [ R k , m at least one m is positive .0 1 1 r r i
Assume, additionally, that
w x w x w xf : R k , 0 [ R k , m [ ??? [ R k , m0 1 1 r r
ª R m ) 0, m s k q 2 ? k q ??? qk . .i 0 1 r
1 2  2is an S -equivariant C function in other words, f is a C function which
1.is constant on the orbits of the action of the group S .
Let us introduce an orthogonal action of the group S1 on the space
1 . 1 1 .H V as follows: for any w g S and u g H V0 0
Id
u1K w .m1 .. .w ? u s , 3.8 .0 . 0 .. umK w .m r
 .  .  .where Id is a k = k identity matrix and K w is a 2k = 2k matrix0 0 m i ii
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defined as follows:
cos m ? w ysin m ? w .  .i i 0
sin m ? w cos m ? w .  .i i
. .K w s . .m i .
cos m ? w ysin m ? w .  .i i0
sin m ? w cos m ? w .  .i i
1 . 1It is evident that H V is an infinite-dimensional representation of S0
1  :  .with S -invariant inner product ? , ? given by 3.4 . The following theo-
rem describes the global structure of the continuum of nontrivial solutions
 .of system 3.1 .
 .THEOREM 3.4. If the number of equations in system 3.1 is e¨en, then for
 .  y1 .any eigen¨alue l of problem 3.2 continuum C l of nontri¨ ial solu-k F k
 . 1 .tions of system 3.1 is unbounded in H V = R.0
 .Proof. Since the functional F defined in 3.5 is constant on the orbits
 . 1 1 . 1of the action 3.8 of the group S on H V its gradient F s = F is S0 h
equivariant. From Remark 3.1, it follows that it is enough to consider only
1 . 1 .the zeros of the operator F : H V = R ª H V described in Remark0 0
3.2. Since m is even, any eigenspace of the operator G is even-dimen-1
 y1 .sional. Moreover, it is easy to see that eigenspace V l is a nontrivialG k11  .representation of the group S at least one m is positive . Applyingi
Theorem 2.5 we complete our proof.
4. FINAL REMARKS
We have added this section because sometimes authors try to use the
degree for S1-equivariant gradient maps in a wrong way. Such a situation
repeats from time to time. Therefore, the aim of this section is to point out
their mistakes and to discuss one counterexample. We discuss the double
map trick, and research the relation between the topological properties of
 .the set of solutions for a single equation F h, l s 0 and a doubled
  .  ..  .equation F h , l , F h , l s 0, 0 .1 2
 .Let us consider a map F : H = R ª H given by the formula 2.1 and
 .define a doubled map F : H [ H = R ª H [ H by the formula
F h , h , l s F h , l , F h , l . .  .  . .1 2 1 2
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 ..  .Applying Theorem 2.5 we prove that if l g s G , G and V lk 1 1 G , G . k1 1
is a nontrivial representation of the group S1, then the continuum
C l ; closure h , h , l g H [ H = R : F h , h , l s 0 .  .  .  .F k 1 2 1 2
and h , h / 0, 0 4 .  .1 2
 .is unbounded in H [ H = R. We would like to emphasize that it is
 .  .possible that the continuum C l is unbounded in H [ H = R andF k
the continuum
C l ; closure h , l g H = R : F h , l s 0 and h / 0 4 .  .  . .F k
is bounded in H = R.
The unboundedness of C l does not imply the unboundedness of C l . .  .F k F k
 .  .The difficulty with this is that 0, l and 0, l may be in differentk l
 .  . 4components of the closure of h, l g H = R : F h, l s 0 and h / 0 ,
but in the same component for the corresponding set for the doubled
 .equation. Note that h , 0, l is a solution of the doubled equation and this1
permits us to join different branches of the original equation.
Suppose, for example, that H s R and that
y1 q y  4F 0 s S j S j 0 = R , .  .D Di i
igZ igZ
where
2q 2 2S s x , y g R : x q y y 4 i s 1 and x G 0 .  . 4i
and
2y 2 2S s x , y g R : x q y y 4 i q 2 s 3 and x F 0 . .  . 5i
It is easily seen that
 .1. any connected component of the closure of the set h, l g H =
 . 4R : F h, l s 0 and h / 0 is bounded,
 .  .  .2. closure of the set h , h , l g H [ H = R : F h , h , l s 0 and1 2 1 2
 .  .4h , h / 0, 0 consists of one connected component which is unbounded1 2
in l direction.
Summing up, we cannot use the double map trick for investigations of
unboundedness of components of solution set for the single equation.
Finally, we pose an open question which seems to be interesting for the
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global bifurcation theory of solutions of elliptic differential equations.
Namely,
Is it possible to pro¨e Theorems 3.3, 3.4 for systems
with an odd number of equations?
Unfortunately we do not know how to use the technique presented in this
article in order to answer this question.
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